
                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                       
                         
 

 

 

March Reflection 2021 

With March, came changes to the programming to reflect the interests of the children. Educators are beginning to develop strong 
relationships with the Koala Children and learning many exciting things about the children’s developing interests. 
 
The children spend much of their day outdoors and this has allowed educators to set up experiences to reflect growing interests such 
as climbing and jumping with more challenge, and we have moved traditionally indoor experiences such as numbers and the alphabet 
to the outdoor space to create unique ways to learn in these areas. Experiences such as the home corner and animal spaces have 
been expanded to allow for more children to enjoy the space at once. Our animal experiences have been divided into 5 different 
areas, indoors and out. This allows the Koala children to have more opportunity to create and develop their imaginative play. Other 
experiences we have expanded into the outdoor yards are the art studio, drawing areas, music and dollhouse community and cars. 
By shifting these experiences outdoors, we have been able to expand them to include more resources which allows the children more 
small-group play. This allows the children to naturally develop concepts such as turn taking, positive interactions with peers, sharing 
and mirroring. New equipment such as the Tee Pee have become a busy play space, with all the children wanting to explore and 
engage. 
 
Our biggest interest in the yard at the moment is the new Alphaboat. Educators have posted all the capital letters all over the boat, 
each letter decorated with an animal that begins with that name. The children think the letter X is the funniest as it is an image of an 
X-ray of a fish. Maddie has created a game where the children look for the letter and animal as if they are doing a treasure hunt. We 
have already moved the letters around twice because the children have gotten so quick about finding each letter. The boat also has 
white boards and markers for the children to try to draw lines like the ones they see on the letters of their names. This experience has 
given educators a few great ideas about how to expand this experience for future activities.  
 
The children have also been busy planting our Woolworths plants, visiting the Fairy Garden, creating art using paste and materials in 
the Koala Room art area, exploring “Dinosaur Bones” and visiting the self-selection area which is filled with sorting, stacking, 
threading and tracing experiences. Each of these experiences is helping our Koalas to develop pre-writing skills, small motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination.  
 

Links to the National Quality Standards: Quality Area 1, Educational Program and Practice and Quality Area 1 Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy 

 


